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SHOULD MEDIA TRIAL BE BANNED? 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

The demonstrable skill and morals of the media are continually brought into question when it 

favors one side for a situation and articulates the charged liable even under the steady gaze of the 

court starts preliminary 

Perhaps the greatest discussion in the nation lately is about the impact just as the effect of data 

given by the Media. The interruption of Media is a moral situation for non-industrial nations 

everywhere on the globe. The effect of the media's contemplations and articulation has gone up 

to be a pattern that all the data assembled from their sources is unequivocally turning into the 

public's voice. "Media Trail" is one of the most mainstream phrases as of late where media has 

approached to explore reality and furthermore through TV or paper reports depicts the whole 

contextual investigation as indicated by their own assessments, which not just damages the 

standing of the concerned individual yet in addition prompts a far and wide observation in the 

public's perspectives wherein the blamed is seen with eyes for doubt and blame even before 

demonstrated blameworthy by the legal executive. It is the obligation of the legal framework in 

the public eye to execute the laws and rebuff the defaulters according to the rules recommended 

and there is an assumption of guiltlessness except if demonstrated blameworthy. Nonetheless, 

because of the impact of media where they attempt to represent an alternate vision of each 

casualty and to expand their fan-base, media is assuming the function of dynamic and spreading 

the main data which may give expanded fan-base just as ubiquity. 
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The media plays a key function in molding and changing the assessments of society. In any case, 

it is appropriate to take a gander at its polished skill and morals thinking that media preliminaries 

are regularly directed in different mediums. There have been numerous situations where the 

media had assumed control over cases and announced a denounced liable even under the 

watchful eye of the court has given its decision. The Sushant Singh Rajput case is one of them. 

Yet, in the same spot, we notice that there are a portion of the cases which need media 

consideration and its impact to make a voice among the degenerate and political cases. 

Presumably the media is a free mechanism of open data with no limitations from the state, which 

additionally has a few focal points as the residents of the country are very much aware of the 

whereabouts of the world by this stage. A portion of the prominent cases which are closed 

somewhere near the influence of approach and money are featured by the Media to look for 

equity and shield the casualty from abuse. 

 

FREEDOM OF PRESS IN INDIA 
 

 
 

 

 

 

to maintain the legitimacy of the opportunity to press and refute all laws and managerial 

activities which meddle with it." 

 
There exists a neck to neck rivalry in the field of Mass Media. The essential function of broad 

communications is to address financial contemplations, which are impeccably gotten through 

promotion. In view of the station's Television Rating Points (TRPs) commercials are circulated. 

 
Each media house to support in the opposition needs to broadcast applicable news for general 

society on the loose. Lion's share of media crusades are positive and show its job predominantly 

in insightful reporting, however the cases which are forthcoming in Courts, adequacy of media 

preliminary is farfetched. 

'Freedom of press' unequivocally implies independence from obstruction from power which may 

have the impact of impedance with the substance and dissemination of the news at the same time 

there can't be any obstruction for the sake of 'public interest' too. Opportunity of press is the 

spirit of social and political correspondence. These reasons make it compulsory for the Judiciary 
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On account of R. Rajagopal v. State of Tamil Nadu1, the Supreme Court of India has 

unmistakably expressed that the opportunity of the press reaches out to participating in 

abandoned discussion about the contribution of well known individuals out in the open issues 

and related occasions. Yet, it ought to be contemplated that there should be an appropriate 

harmony between freedom of the press and the right to privacy and on the off chance that any 

criticism has been performed it must be in the details of the popularity based lifestyle set down in 

the Constitution. 

 

 
 

1. 

In the renowned instance of Delhi assault, in 2012 famously known as 'Nirbhaya case' the media 

went about as a lobbyist and detailed instances of sexual offense and unfeelingly with no 

determination. 

 
The ongoing passing of actor Sushant Singh Rajput is another case where the media is  

attempting to set up a self-announced equity framework by marking and making unverified 

claims on Rhea Chakraborty. Because of public wrath and outrage about the unexpected excusal 

of one of the shining stars of Bollywood, the media for this situation is attempting to portray the 

story in a way to actuate people in general to accept the complicity of the individual to increase 

most extreme TRP. The Press Council of India explicitly said that "The media is encouraged to 

shun giving unnecessary exposure to the person in question, witnesses, suspects and blamed as it 

will add up to intrusion of their security rights''. 

The media press remains on no higher incentive than some other citizens and can't claim any 

advantage (except if given explicitly by law), thus, as unmistakable from those of some other 

citizens. In this manner, the press can't be exposed to any exceptional limitations which couldn't 

be forced on any citizen of the nation. 

 
FAIR TRIAL COMPARED TO MEDIA TRIAL 

 

 

The right to get justice and fair trial is the essential part under Right to life and individual 

freedom revered under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. Withstanding Article 21, 'Option to 

1995 AIR 264, 1994 SCC (6) 632 
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Fair Trial' is perceived as a fundamental hypothesis of equity in India. Significant arrangements 

which targets securing this privilege are contained under the Contempt of Courts Act, 1971 and 

under Articles 129 and 215 (Contempt Jurisdiction-Power of Supreme Court and High Court to 

rebuff for Contempt of itself separately) of the Constitution of India. 

One specific worry to the media preliminary is the limitations which are forced on the 

distribution of issues identifying with the case forthcoming under the steady gaze of a Court. A 

writer along these lines might be obligated for the scorn of the Court on the off chance that he 

common proceeding. 

In the event that the media house distributes any biased issue concerning the personality of 

charged, distribution of admissions, distributions which remark or think about the benefits of the 

 
 

privileges. 

 
 

On account of Zahira Habibullah Sheik v. State of Gujarat2, the Supreme Court clarified that a 

"reasonable preliminary'' would mean a preliminary under the watchful eye of a fair-minded 

Judge, a reasonable examiner and environment of legal quiet. Reasonable preliminary methods a 

preliminary wherein predisposition or bias possibly in support of the blamed, the observers, or 

the reason which is being attempted is disposed of." 

 
Right to a reasonable preliminary is right of each individual dwelling inside the region of India 

under Articles 14 and 20, 21 and 22 of the Constitution. Concerning Article 19(2), this privilege 

can be restricted by law just "in light of a legitimate concern for the power and uprightness of 

India, the security of the State, amicable relations with Foreign States, public request, fairness or 

profound quality or corresponding to scorn of court, slander or instigation to an offense. 

 
MEDIA TRIAL AND THE RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED 

case, photos, police exercises, attribution of honesty, making an environment of bias, analysis of 

witnesses, the Indian criminal equity framework, it is said that media has surpassed its 

distributes anything which may be just a preformed sentiment on the issue which will hamper the 

motivation behind 'reasonable preliminary' regardless of whether the procedure is a crook or 
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By and large if an individual is denounced through media preliminaries the lawyers favor not to 

take up the instances of charges. This encroaches the privileges of litigant to be spoken to by a 

lawyer of his decision under the steady gaze of the Court. This is the manner by which media 

preliminary conflicts with the standards of characteristic equity. 

 

 

 

 

2. 8 March, 2006 

 
 

 

the other situation where Kamini Jaiswal, who spoke to SAR Geelani, a Delhi University 

educator who was blamed for the Parliament assault 2001, was designated "an enemy of the 

nation". In the comparably way Prashant Bhushan who was the guidance for Yakub Menon was 

 
 

 

 

issues. Along these lines, it very well may be effortlessly said that media preliminary influences 

the guideline of normal equity. 

 
IS MEDIA TRIAL A CONTEMPT OF COURT? 

 

 

The media preliminary falls inside the ambit of the disdain of court and should be rebuffed. The 

privilege to a reasonable preliminary ought not be impacted and influenced by such a 

distributions whether in news title texts, in the paper or circulated on the radio. Yet, it happens 

generally that the main and mainstream news channels choose to conflict with the moral code. 

Under such conditions the profession of the blamed is decimated even before his blame is 

demonstrated in the official courtroom. The news stations depict the blamed as a detestable 

individual during the early evening when all the watchers are commonly equipped before their 

TV. It is consequently critical to take note of that the possibility of vote based system is 

additionally contradicted by people in general on the loose. 

blamed for the situation for Jessica Lal murder case, he confronted numerous cultural protests. In 

At the point when famous attorney Ram Jethmalani chose to safeguard Manu Sharma, a prime 

Because of public response, sentiments and shock, the legal counselor's security comes in peril 

because of which they can't satisfy their moral obligation to give legitimate guidance in criminal 
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reasonable play and to show everything with no equivocalness in any case the quintessence of 

majority rule government is put in question. In this way, if any endeavor is made to undermine 

any mainstays of the majority rules system, by one it must be held as contempt. 

 
In Y.V. Hanumantha Rao v. K.R. Pattabhiram and Anr3. it was seen that "… When suit is 

forthcoming under the steady gaze of a Court, nobody will remark on it in such a manner there is 

 

 

3. AIR 1975 AP 30 
 
 

on the Judge, the observers or by prejudicing humankind by and large against involved with the 

reason. Regardless of whether the individual creation the remark sincerely trusts it to be valid, 

still it is a disdain of the Court in the event that he biases reality before it is found out in the 

proceedings." 

 
 

 

report but rather what realities are put on record. Judge managing the case should be impartial. 

Presently if what solicitor battles with respect to forswearing of reasonable preliminary in view 

of these news things is acknowledged it would cause desire on the Judge being not nonpartisan. 

Press report or no reports, the charge to be outlined must be founded based on the material 

accessible on record... The Trial Court has appropriately seen that after the charge sheet has been 

documented, if the Press uncovered the substance of the charge sheet it without anyone else by 

no inspire bigger thoughts adds up to obstruction in the organization of equity. 

 
CONCLUSION- MEDIA TRIAL: A BOON OR A CURSE 

 

 

India is honored with a rich custom of furiously autonomous news-casting. We know about the 

reality that a large portion of the huge tricks are busted by the press, and afterward observed by 

the law authorities. The heavily paid columnist is credited for extricating that data which looked 

a genuine and generous threat of bias to the preliminary of the activity, concerning case by effect 

In Sushil Sharma v. The State (Delhi Administration) and Ors.4 It was held by the Delhi High 

Court that "Conviction, assuming any, eventually put together not with respect to the media's 
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blocked off for the top cautiousness groups of the nation however that is the way Sushant Singh 

Rajput's case hit the features. That is the way we discovered Rhea Chakraborty was occupied 

with drug dealing. 

 
The media has even helped people in general in prejudicing our political point too. Presently we 

realize that the Courts go under the media's magnifying instrument, almost certainly, they will 

 

 

4. 1996 CriLJ 3944 

 
 

 
 
 

The media unequivocally feels angry about this sub judice decision and gripe that Courts over 

the span of a meeting will in general decipher the sub judice rule. Notwithstanding, there is a dire 

need to change the sub judice rule, applying it just in significant cases that will probably impact 

 
 

 

 

the preliminary and not to any demonstration that may have the slim chance of affecting it. 

Indians know about their protected rights than at any other time. 

stay there until the end of time. A positive effect that is produced by the media is that now more 

Another principle imperative on stings and preliminaries by the media is the public interest. On 

the off chance that public interest is missing and either self or manipulative interests surface, the 

media loses its ground and welcomes the wrath of the court. 
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